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Executive Summary
The current contract for the i-Trent system comes to an end on 24th December 2019, and
this report updates the Finance and Resources Committee on the plans for the
continuation of the contract with the current provider and further development of the
capability of the system to support digitisation and service improvement across the
Council. Significant work has been undertaken over the last 18 months to improve the iTrent system and this has ensured that the system is now well embedded across the
organisation with measured improvements in performance and control of HR processes.
To ensure that the Council can fully leverage the capability of the system it is proposed
that rather than extending the existing contract, a new contract is awarded to Midland HR
for the continued use of the i-Trent system and this will be procured as a direct award
from an existing Scottish Government collaborative procurement framework agreement.
Under this arrangement there is no requirement for a review of the market and a longer
term contract can be agreed which offers further discounts over the life of the contract.
A significant driver for this approach is the fact that a new contract enables Midland HR
(MHR) to provide additional system functionality in line with the Digital NL ambition at low
or no cost and this will create opportunity for further transformation of People and
Organisational Development (POD) services across the Council.
Outlined in the remainder of this report are the current iTrent contract arrangements,
costs savings and qualitative benefits realised to date. Details of the proposed new
contract are also outlined, with projected benefits and return on investment potentials
expected to be realised in future years.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Finance and Resources Committee:
1) Approve the new contract with Midland HR for the continued use of the iTrent
system for the period 25th December 2019 to 24th December 2026.
2) Agree plans for implementation of additional self-service functionality.
3) Otherwise note the contents of this report and accompanying appendices.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority

Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base

Ambition statement

(23) Build a workforce for the future capable of delivering on our
priorities and shared ambition

1.

Background

1.1

The original iTrent contract was awarded in January 2015 with provider Midland HR.
This contract was agreed for a maximum of 6 years with extensions available at
years 3 and 5.

1.2

The first 2 years of the current contract allowed for system configuration,
development and discussion with management teams about operational
implementation of self service.

1.3

Year 3 saw the implementation of the new HR Model designed to take advantage of
the new HR and Payroll system and realise savings in line with the business case.

1.4

The last 18 months have focussed on the full rollout of the iTrent system across the
Council, and significant learning has been gained by the team regarding how to
successfully engage and upskill front line staff when rolling out this type of
technology.

1.5

It should be noted that the full final rollout of iTrent over the last 12 months has
delivered significantly enhanced self service capability to view payslips, request leave
and process expenses and mileage claims, contributing to a sustained reduction in
data input and duplication.

1.6

Given the considerable time and effort which has been invested in embedding and
improving the system and its capability, there is no desire to move away from iTrent
at this time.

1.7

In part this is due to the significant work which would be needed to source, develop,
and implement a new workforce system to all staff.

1.8

The 2015 business case also costed the new system implementation at almost
£1million and this will have significantly risen since then also making the move to a
new system a cost prohibitive proposition.

1.9

We are also aware that i-Trent is now the system choice for an increasing number of
Councils within Scotland and North Lanarkshire has been called on to provide best
practice input to a number of other Local Authorities in this regard over the last 12
months.

1.10

With the next phase of our work in developing the system, we are striving to be at the
forefront of i-Trent developments and the next steps are key to pushing the
boundaries of what self- service provision can do for our employees and managers in
line with the wider digitalisation of the Council.

2.

Report

2.1 Current iTrent Contract, arrangements and costs
2.1.1 In table 1 below, the current contract costs are noted in column one and the
proposed new contract costs are noted in column two.
2.1.2 Elected members will note that the new contract allows for the inclusion of additional
functionality at a more cost effective rate, with discounts applied by MHR. If we were
to buy the modules individually under the current contract, they would cost
significantly more.
Table 1
Current
Contract
Annual Rental

£149,369

Proposed
New
Contract
£170,780

Analytics

£10,724

£12,756

This module allows for the creation of
reports from the system

Cloud Services

£70,659

£54,838

This includes the full costs associated with
cloud based hosting arrangements for the
system

iTrent Assist

£3,960

£3,960

Helpdesk support provision

Time and
Attendance

Description

Annual license cost for the system

Proposed new modules to enhance functionality
£21,600
0
This new module would enable employees
to clock in and out via the mySelf app or
Chatbot (with a proposal for this to replace
Etarmis). Implementation would also offer
increased ability to report on working
patterns and times; triggers in real time for
managers on those not clocking in and
potential functionality to record overtime
hours automatically and calculate
payment.

Insight Builder

£12,600

£5,000

Dashboards and data visualisation, fully
configurable to give managers access to
the data they want when they want it in the
format they want it.

On-boarding

£34,4767

£6,250

Recruitment and induction module
allowing new recruits to input their own
details (reducing data input in the
Employee Service Centre (ESC)), also
includes manager starter checklists and
links to ensure new employees are set up
on all relevant systems and with any
processes, prior to starting.

Chatbot

£33,846

£22,000

Total Annual
costs
One off cost
year 1
Total contract
value over 5
years
Total contract
value over 7
years

£333,275

£275,584

NA

£263,122

£1.66m

£1.64m

£2.33m

£2.19m

Employees can book holidays, check
balances, log expenses, check in and out
and let Chatbot calculate overtime and
TOIL/flexi automatically. Daily briefings
can be pushed out and pre-determined
questions to assist with employee
engagement can be developed.

Paid upfront as part of contract
negotiations

*One off cost of new contract implementation recouped within four and half years
2.2 Proposed new iTrent Contract
2.2.1 The new contract has been procured as a direct award from a single provider
Scottish Government collaborative procurement framework agreement (Software
added value re-seller framework).
2.2.2 In summary, the proposed new contract contains all the same functionality as we
currently have plus additional functionality around chat-bot, time and expenses,
insights (enhanced manager dashboards) and on-boarding. This additional
functionality will significantly move us forward with self-service and digitalisation.
2.2.3 A standard contract length would be 5 years however our negotiations for a new
contract have allowed for extension to a maximum 7 year contract, increasing the
level of stability of the contract with MHR and allowing for further discounts over the
term of the contract.
2.2.4 To enable the proposed new contract, a one-off spend of £263,122 has been paid to
MHR to secure the discounts. Spreading the contract over 7 years gives a higher
level of return and efficiency, which would not be fully realised with a 5 year contract.
2.3 People and OD Savings and Benefits of iTrent realised to date
2.3.1 The 2015 business case noted a staffing saving of £1.9million within 5 years this is
set out in appendix 2.
2.3.2 Following a revised costing exercise in 2018, it was discovered that the initial savings
had been overstated due to an error in the average level of staffing costs used to
calculate the business case. This figure was revised to £1.3 million. The £0.6millon
saving reduction is being met through a review of Revenue and Benefits.
2.3.3 Within 4 years from 16/17 to 19/20, savings of £1.1million have been realised and
with a further £200,000 anticipated in 20/21 budget, the £1.3million revised figure will
be met within the 5 years specified.

2.3.4 With the proposed developments to the system, further year on year savings will be
achieved.
2.3.5 Additional savings in the region of £30K per year are also associated with the
proposed removal of the Etarmis system.
2.3.6 Alongside the financial savings, qualitative benefits mentioned in the 2015 business
case have been fully realised and we are confident that additional benefits will
continue to be realised as noted in the table below.
Table 2
Original Business Case

Current State

Be able to report from one single source of
information − to enable management
information to be produce reliably, quickly
and without manual intervention.

Automated reports to managers on
sickness absence, salary and overtime
information are provided. Manager
dashboards are the next steps in this
provision.

Enable self−service and workflow for
managers and staff − to reduce the need for
manual, paper−based processes and
enable managers to have greater visibility
of their financial and workforce information
on−line;

Self-service rollout up-to level 3 is in place
for over 10,700 employees. This is the
highest current level which allows
employees to request leave, overtime, and
expenses. This is a 99% increase on the
same time last year.
An additional 4679 employees have either
level 1 or level 2 access.1400 staff, mainly
within Facilities Support Services remain on
level one however this rollout is scheduled
to move to level two in October.

Eliminate duplicate data processing −
ensure that systems are integrated
appropriately to avoid data being
re−entered into different systems (e.g.
operational systems and peripheral
systems such as Brightwave, COSLA, etc.)
to reduce effort spent on duplication, risk of
human error and manual intervention

iTrent is interfaced with Etarmis and has
feeds from MySwiss to reduce duplication.
There remains further opportunity for
improvement and this is one of the areas
where the additional functionality of the new
contract will provide further automation and
associated benefits.

Be accessible and easy to use − to
encourage the workforce to adopt on−line
processes and new working practices

Over 75% of all employees have accessed
their mySelf account in the last three
months. In some areas this is as high as
94%.

Support a mobile and diverse workforce −
recognising that many staff do not have
access to an office computer, but may need
access via a smartphone, domestic
computer or manually, in some
circumstances.

Rollout to frontline services has seen
employees bringing their own devices along
to see how to work mySelf. One to one
training has proved highly successful in
these areas with large volumes of front line
staff being trained.

2.4 Projected benefits of the new contract and associated new functionality
2.4.1 The increased functionality of the new contract will deliver a number of important
benefits which are detailed in the table below:
Table 3
Module

Proposed change

Cost savings potential

Time and
Attendance

Etarmis is system currently used
by the Council to record flexi
time. Etarmis has little reporting
capability and does not fit
around the Council’s ambitions
for agile working. To use
Etarmis currently, staff generally
need to use an ‘on the wall’
device to clock in and out and
the proposal would be to cease
the use of Etarmis and transfer
staff across to the new iTrent
module.

Switching off the Etarmis system
would save £29,334.43 annually and
Etarmis would be eradicated
completely with the time and
attendance module. With the new
contract this module is free therefore
an automatic savings is made here.

Insight Builder

This new functionality will
significantly increase manager’s
ability to use data more
intelligently to manage services
and people.

Managers getting access to the right
information at the right time presented
in the right way is essential to good
decision making. Self-service would
also reduce time spent on ad hoc
reports with a potential saving of 1
FTE.

Onboarding

Increased recruitment and
induction functionality and
streamlining of the processes
will lead to a reduction in data
input, reduction in manager time
across services, reduction in
chasing up compliance
paperwork, increased speed of
recruitment and ease of
application (especially for
internal candidates whose
details are already in the
system). This functionality will
also link with the active directory
to ensure new starts are added
and leavers removed
automatically and in a timely
manner.

According to research 69% of
employees are more likely to be
retained if onboarding is good.
Time spent on this activity across the
Council is not quantifiable as it is wide
spread but would have a positive
impact on manager’s time for each
new start and would enhance the
speed of which posts are filled, again
leading to efficiencies.

Automatic overtime recording would
reduce admin input both in the ESC
and Enterprise and Communities
(E&C) teams. That would be 82 days
inputting for ESC and a further impact
in frontline admin teams in E&C.

Chatbot

Options for employees to make
engaging digitally even easier.
More likely to engage with
Chatbot as it’s quicker and frees
up time to concentrate on more
value add tasks.

Moving 25% of People Helpdesk calls
to Chatbot could save up to 2 FTE
staff.

2.4.2 On top of the above proposed developments within iTrent over the next few years,
there are a few additional suggested options to further enhance the provision. The
ESC will work closely with Digital NL to progress these elements.
2.4.3 A dynamic workforce scheduling solution, which fully links to i-Trent would
significantly reduce duplicated work and administration currently undertaken by the
Employee Service Centre. Both Fife and Highland Council have implemented this
system with Fife saving £2.35 million a year within their home care support team and
Highland seeing a 20% increase in productivity within their housing maintenance
team. This would replace the current Kirona system if implemented.
2.4.4 A fully linked workforce scheduling system could also track mileage and feed directly
into iTrent, eradicating the need for input of expenses by staff or admin teams. The
current system Kirona does not currently have this functionality and requires the
upload of data between the two systems to enable the calculation of expenses.
2.4.5 The new ‘MyNL’ website, a one stop shop for People and OD related information was
launched at the beginning of November. We anticipate that this will further reduce
levels of enquiries to the helpdesk as well as time spent correcting errors arising from
a lack of manager information on HR processes. It is anticipated that this could
realise further savings of 1-2FTE in 2020/21.
3.

Equality and Diversity

3.1

Fairer Scotland Duty
Not applicable

3.2

Equality Impact Assessment
The iTrent EQIA has been updated to reflect the proposed new functionality.

4.

Implications

4.1

Financial Impact
Agreeing to a new contract allows a discounted rate for a number of additional
modules which will enhance functionality, including increased automation to enable
the release of further savings within the ESC and admin teams across the Council.

4.2

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
The new contract provides a significant opportunity to increase self-service and
digitalisation of our HR and workforce provision, including better data for managers to
make informed decisions with access to the information when they need it and in the
format they need it.

4.3

Environmental Impact

We expect that an enhanced ability to clock in and out away from office locations will
increase the agility of the workforce and reduce need for unnecessary employee
travel. There is also a continued reduction in paper processes within the ESC.
4.4

Risk Impact
The continuation of our current system licence and relationship with Midland HR is
critical to ensure that we have an effective HR, payroll and workforce management
system across the Council.

5.

Measures of success

5.1

Increased automation of processes will lead to FTE savings and savings released
through the discontinuation of the Etarmis system.

5.2

Increased self-service functionality, easy to use technology to increase employee
engagement and workforce for the future capabilities.

5.3

Increased insights for managers based on people data and analytics. Every people
related decision being backed up by data.

5.4

Increased accessibility to HR processes and streamlined integration with other
systems.

5.5

Using technology to give people better experiences, both for our employees on the
front line and for those who would have previously been inputting this information in
admin teams across the Council.

5.6

Reduction in errors, paper processes and duplication.

5.7

Annual saving of £56,486.81 with new contract with provision of additional
functionality.

6.

Supporting documents

6.1
6.2

Appendix 1 Summary of Procurement and Evaluation process
Appendix 2 Policy & Resource Committee report for original i-Trent business case.

Fiona Whittaker
Head of People & Organisational Development

Appendix 1
Contract Title

iTrent

Estimated contract start date

25th December 2019

Initial contract period adopted by the
Council
Contract period extension option

7 years

Estimated total contract value
including extension option
Governing UK Regulation

£2,182,462.36

Procurement procedure adopted

Direct award from Scottish Government
Software added value re-seller
framework agreement.

As required pending review

Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations
2015

IM No,
AGENDA TE
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
REPORT
To:

POLICY & RESOURCES COMMITTEE

From:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE
SERVICES

Date:

11/05/2015

Ref:

Subject:

HR/PAYROLL REPLACEMENT
PROJECT − FULL BUSINESS CASE

JM/MO

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of the Full Business Case (post procurement) for the HR &
Payroll Replacement Programme.

2.

Background

1.1

The procurement of an up−to−date Human Resources/Payroll System is a significant project within the
Council's Transformation Programme and has been the subject of regular update reports to the Service
and People First Member/Officer Transformation Board and to this committee.

1.2

In February 2015 Committee agreed to:
−
−
−
−

Note the decision made by the Executive Director Corporate Services to proceed to contract award on
28th January 2014 with MidlandHR for the provision of an HR and Payroll Solution and associated ICT
Managed Service.
Agree that external experts were required for the installation and implementation phase of the project
and agree that Ernst & Young be retained for this implementation phase.
Approve that the necessary and relevant NLC resource be made available for the implementation of the
project to ensure a successful conclusion within the time frame.
Note the tight timeline for the delivery of the initial phase of the project (Feb 2016) and that
arrangements are being put in place to closely monitor progress.

2.1

This project has already been identified as high risk mainly due to the implementation timescale (i.e. it is
now in week 13 of a 45 week initial phase), and it is essential that the correct resources are applied to
ensure successful delivery to the required timescale.

3.

Full Business Case

3.1

The Full Business Case can be found in Appendix 1.

4.

Executive Summary

4.1

The Council's contract with its current HR and Payroll system provider expires in February 2016 and the
current system is not fit for purpose for the evolving needs of the Council..

4.2

Given the financial pressures facing the Council, the organisation needs to:
− Implement a replacement HR & Payroll solution to meet the basic operational requirements and avoid
the cost of extending its current contract which expires in February 2016 at around £750K;
− Reduce the cost of HR and payroll processes and producing management information; and
− Improve its ability to target key workforce challenges, such as absence management, a modern flexible
and mobile workforce, etc.

4.3

The new solution needs to support the Business Change by:
− Being able to report from one single source of information − to enable management information to be
produce reliably, quickly and without manual intervention;

−

−
−
−

4.4

Having completed the procurement, the Outline Business Case (OBC) has been updated and finalised as
the Full Business Case (FBC):
−
−
−
−

4.5

Enabling
p
aper−based self−service and workflow for managers and staff − to reduce the need for manual,
processes and enable managers to have greater visibility of their financial and workforce
information on−line
Eliminating duplicate data processing − ensure that systems are integrated appropriately to avoid data
being re−entered into different systems
Being accessible and easy to use − to encourage the workforce to adopt on−line processes and new
working practices
Supporting a mobile and diverse workforce − recognising that many staff do not have access to an
office computer, but may need access via a smartphone, domestic computer or manually, in some
circumstances.

Only the costs have been revised. The Council has not suggested the need to update the quantified
efficiencies (savings).
The OBC and FBC differ by around £23k over the 6 year period, which would be considered not
material.
The FBC will be used throughout the project and post−implementation to track actual costs and
benefits, against the agreed FBC.
The FBC is a critical baseline document for this project. However, it is typical for the FBC to be revised
as the implementation of the project progresses and assumptions are clarified.

A comparison showing the actual Figures from the FBC versus the estimated figures from the OBC are
contained within the table below:
Full Business Case (post procurement process)
OPTION 4
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Outline Business Case (pre procurement process)
OPTION 4

−
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4631,276

The difference between the FBC (post procurement) and the OBC (pre procurement) is small

Implementation costs
Solution costs
Savings
Overall NPV
Pavback Period

5.

£124,054
−fl08,824
£0
£22,990
No change

lower due to NIC team cost
4% annual inflationary uplift
not revised
slightly lower cost
Remains within 3 years

Next Steos
The council must plan ahead to
− Ensure that there are appropriate checkpoints within the project to monitor the efficiencies stated within
the full business case remain viable and can be achieved
Ensure
that a benefits management plan and approach is shaped alongside the project implementation
−
Ensure
consideration
is given to determining the most appropriate Target Operating Model to achieve
−
the savings identified
− Acknowledge that the business case may need to be updated during the project
− Agree that any change is managed through formal change control and Board approval

6.

Recommendations

6.1

It is recommended that Committee −
a.
b.

Approve the Final Business Case
Note the items in 5 − Next Steps

xecutivAD
ctor of Corpo
For further information pIeae contact .,iune Murray on tel. ext. 302345
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I

STRATEGIC CASE

1.1

Purpose
The brief document represents the "Full Business Case" (FBC) for the implementation of a new HR & Payroll operating
model at North Lanarkshire Council ('NLC' or the 'Council').
Following the approval of the Outline Business Case (OBC), in September 2014, by Corporate Management Team (CMT),
the Council began a competitive procurement process through the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) for a
replacement HR & Payroll system, hosting services and implementation services. The shape and focus on this
procurement was determined by the Council's preferred option in the OBC (namely Option 4b), to replace the current
HR & Payroll system and transform its wider HR and payroll business processes, using enhanced functionality such as
learning administration, self−service, etc.
This document represents an update to the OBC, based on the confirmed, contractual costs agreed with the appointed
supplier of the new solution, Midland, implementation assistance provided by EY and the confirmed cost of the internal
Council project team. The forecast savings resulting from the project are unchanged from the OBC, and are restated for
clarity.

1.2

The case for change
The Council's contract with its current HR and Payroll system provider expires in February 2016. Furthermore, given the
financial pressures facing the Council, the organisation needs to:
•

•

Implement a replacement HR & Payroll system to meet basic operational requirements and avoid being in breach
of its current contract which expires in February 2016;
Reduce the cost of fulfilling HR and payroll processes and producing management information; and
Improving its ability to target key workforce challenges, such as absence management.

The Council has developed a comprehensive set of requirements. At a high level, the following key themes have
emerged as requirements for future investment in systems and process change:

•

•

Be able to report from one single source of information − to enable management information to be produce
reliably, quickly and without manual intervention;
Enable self−service and workflow for managers and staff − to reduce the need for manual, paper−based
processes and enable managers to have greater visibility of their financial and workforce information on−line;
Eliminate
re−ent
ered duplicate data processing − ensure that systems are integrated appropriately to avoid data being
into different systems (e.g., operational systems and peripheral systems such as Brightwave, COSLA,
etc.) to reduce effort spent on duplication, risk of human error and manual intervention
Be accessible and easy to use − to encourage the workforce to adopt on−line processes and new working
practices;
Support a mobile and diverse workforce − recognising that many staff do not have access to an office computer,
but may need access via a smartphone, domestic computer or manually, in some circumstances.

It is clear that alongside any replacement in systems, the Council will only achieve value from this investment if its
current processes and working practices are significantly improved. New systems will enable improvement, but unless
the Council changes that way it works and uses these systems, little improvement will be actually achieved.

North Lanarkshire Council
HR & Payroll Systems & Process Transformation
Full Business Case

1.3

The current environment
The Council's current HR and payroll processes are complex and administratively intensive, while the production of
effective management information is time consuming. The Council spends approximately £5.2rn on HR support, and a
further £0.7m for internal payroll service, equating to 140 FTE5. Through high level benchmark comparisons with other
local authorities, the Council's HR and payroll processes appear high cost'. One of the key causes of this situation is the
current HR and payroll systems architecture. The majority of staff records do not originate from the Council's core HR &
Payroll system (Cyborg), as most employee records are managed within line of business systems (e.g., MySWIS, SEEMIS,
BCMS, etc) which do not integrate to Cyborg. Furthermore, the Council does not have a data warehouse for employee
records. To overcome the lack of integration and cross−system reporting, significant HR resources are used in
processing data and maintaining management information.
Below is a summary of current staffing level used to fulfil existing HR and payroll business requirements, given current
processes and systems:

2

In addition, the cost of operating existing HR and payroll systems is summarised below:

In addition to the cost of operating the current HR and payroll operating model, the systems and process environment
has a number of significant limitations when compared to the Council's requirements. These are summarised below:

Cyborg is the master (originating) system I
for less than 25% of employee records
and there exist limited interfaces I
between Cyborg and (i) the operational
systems (e.g., BCMS, mySWlS and I
SEEKS) and (ii) peripheral HR systems
(e.g., COSLA, Brightwave, etc.)

Duplication of effort − data has to be manually re−keyed into Cyborg:
o E.g., leave data available in ETARMIS has to be extracted on a
weekly basis and entered into Cyborg
o E.g., applicant data available in COSLA has to be re−keyed into
Cyborg to create a new employee record

iThe Council has 1 HR/Payroll FTE to every 120 Council employees versus an upper quartile ratio of 1
t

205. The mean performance is 1
t

175. This analysis

excludes learning and development resources.
2 The costs of the HR element within systems including SEEMIS. BCMS and mySWIS have been excluded from the table above, as it represents a small element of an
operational system which will remain functional in the future and for which the Council will still need to pay for
3 Refers to a payment made annually to an independent contractor for system customization related work
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Increased risk of human error due to manual re−keying
The
corporate
system
cannot
accommodate all of the work patterns
within NLC

The concept of 'averaging' has to be applied to calculate lost days, for
some employees, which lends itself to inaccuracies
o E.g.,HSWS is able to calculate lost hours for home care workers
but not for non−home care workers

The corporate system does not record
different rates across multiple posts

Paying people with multiple posts must be calculated manually and
lends itself to human error

There si no direct feed between H
R and
Payroll data in the corporate system

Data in some cases has to be manipulated manually which lends itself
to human error
Payroll receives data in multiple formats for certain processes (e.g.,
excel spreadsheets, memos, timesheets, etc.)

•

There si no single source of data.
Multiple systems across the Council store
employee related data and the majority
of HR processes are fulfilled using
operational line of business systems

Lack of self−service functionality and
workflows

Significant effort required to extract and collate data for MI purposes
Limited access to real−time data
Restricts Corporate HR from conducting further analyses without the
intervention from individual Services
Limited visibility of HR data stored within Service system
Inconsistency in the information that is stored within individual
systems
o E.g., position management − job titles can vary between systems
Excel spreadsheets and Access Databases are used to analyse and
store data which are in many cases saved on individual Shared Drives
and inaccessible to others
•

Significant volume of paper based processing
o E.g., Absence recording / overtime / expenses
Increased involvement required from HR to complete
•
transactional activities
E.g., Line Managers are required to contact HR to obtain an
•
employee's leave balance to establish entitlement to participate
in the Buy/bank leave scheme
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2

FUTURE STATE

2.1

Context & success criteria
In the OBC, the Council assessed the options to improve HR and payroll systems, processes and reporting. To give these
options context, the Council has established some core design principles to explain how it wants HR and payroll
processes and working practices to be in the future. Furthermore, the Council's IT Strategy has informed the
commercial and technical principles that should underpin the delivery and operation of a new solution. These criteria
were defined as being:
•
•
•
•
•

2.2
2.2.1

Strategic alignment − testing the options against the design principles;
Benefits & scope to meet future needs − ability of the option to delivery tangible benefits, and be flexible to
accommodate new requirements as existing solutions are decommissioned and service needs change;
Project complexity & cost − the technical complexity of the implementation, the scale of business change and the
cost of implementation
Timescales − the ability of the solution to be implemented within the Council's current time constraints, namely
go−live by December 2015
NPV & Payback − this reflects the economics of the solution, in terms of costs and benefits, and the payback
period.

Design Principles
Process & data design
The design principles have been developed by the HR & Payroll Project Board, to serve as the key rules that should
determine the development and improvement of the HR and payroll operating environment moving forwards:
•
•

•

•

2.2.2

The Council will standardise processes using a corporate model
The corporate solution will be the single source of all employee data
HR processes should be recognised as distinct from operational processes, linked by data and systems
The Council will fully exploit the capabilities of current packaged HR & Payroll systems, by changing HR and
payroll working practices
Managers will access information and approve HR and payroll transaction through self−service
Employee self−service will be the default approach to HR transactions for staff who have direct access to the
corporate ICT network
Corporate reporting for Members and Chief Officers will be timely and efficient
Change will deliver tangible and material benefits to the Council

High level functional requirements
Through engagement with stakeholders across the Council, the following have emerged as headline requirements for a
replacement solution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must be able to integrate and allow for data exchanges with the main operational systems
System must accommodate the different roles and responsibilities that the council resources undertake
Absence recording needs to be considered as a primary operating function of the new system to provide the
elected members with assurances that absence management is being effectively monitored
Payroll functionality must reflect the differences in how pay patterns are presented at NLC
Ability to consolidate actuals vs forecast on payroll budget
A robust self−service platform which allows for employee administration to be managed by the individual
ePayslips to be put in place to largely remove the printed services in operation
Integration with other 3rd party systems − e.g., COSLA, Brightwave, etc.
Reporting needs to be more intelligent, in real time and provides accuracy in data across all services within the
council
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•
•

2.2.3

Need to provide more value —adding support than transactional administration
Online employee records −moving away from manual personnel files

Technical & commercial requirements
Finally, the following requirements relate to technical and commercial requirements for a new solution. These reflect
the Council's IT Strategy and typical best value requirements:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

2.3

Affordability − most cost effective design solution, typically on a multi−tenancy framework
Time to deploy − ability to implement using existing non−customised solutions which are both innovative and
easily applied
Zero infrastructure − managed 'software as a service' (SaaS) to ensure that infrastructure costs are minimal, with
no use of on−site data centre facilities
Seamless upgrades − patching to reflect changes to business requirements, undertaken as a managed service to
reduce the dependency on high cost, specialist internal resources and reduce the potential for single points of
failure
Guaranteed levels of support service − maintenance to be delivered by third parties on the basis of contracted
service levels
Backups and Data Recovery − ITSCM plans to ensure validity of data
Mobility − opportunity for Council staff to access systems from anywhere, at anytime, using a Council device
(due to PSN requirements)
Security − data is stored within an ISO27001/112 environment

The preferred Option − to implement an enhanced HR & Payroll environment
Enhancing a new HR & Payroll System with additional functionality will enable more streamlined and efficient delivery
through the removal of integrations between multiple systems, and maintain the integrity of a single system as the
definitive source for all HR & Payroll related data. The merits behind proposing a system that has added functionality,
primarily one that supports modules for learning and development, pension management, enhanced self−service
components, and complex workforce planning will ensure that the HR & Payroll System is one that is all encompassing
for service delivery. This can in parallel be supported by a process model which provides stability, consistency and
structure to how the new system is used. Learning and Development and Workforce Planning will be used as a
combined module to focus on a Talent Management Strategy, one that can be achieved through the automation of the
majority of transactional activities. This will result in a truer reflection of the skills and capabilities of the HR & Payroll
professionals at NLC. Further to this, the self−service portal will accommodate both Employee and Manager Portals,
where detailed workflows will set out approval levels and limits to create task automation; a key driver for change.
The impact of this option on the existing HR & Payroll function would be a complete shift from the dependency on using
operational systems, and the disaggregated processes used to perform service delivery. NLC would need to consider a
full shift towards a single applied process across the entire council. The benefits of will be a common set of processes
which would determine improved management information across all aspects of HR & Payroll delivery, as a single
source of data managed by the system produces a single out − something that would be highly relevant to absence
management. The output: a focus on strategic HR as opposed to transactional activity, means that the core issues
affecting NLC can be managed more robustly.
Enhanced functionality assumes that the new HR & Payroll System would be the single source of all data, and that it
houses all the functionalities required to advance and transform the HR & Payroll function in NLC. Having additional
modules to manage enhanced functionality requires a great deal of process and business change as part of the
implementation; however the Council has expressed a clear desire towards a new way of working.
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3

ECONOMIC CASE

3.1

Assessing efficiency opportunities
There are 113.80 FTEs that conduct HR activities and 26.50 FTEs that perform Payroll activities, across the Council. It
must be noted however, that the number of FTEs provided for HR are approximate and that resources that contribute
to HR processes but that have split jobs are not accounted for. This includes for example, Managers and
clerical/administrative staff that contribute to entering HR/Payroll data within LLS and those resources outside of
Facility Support Services that contribute to HR/Payroll processes in RE&S. Additionally, it must be noted that the
number represented for HR is exclusive of resources that perform Learning & Development activities.

Overview of the number of employees, HR FTEs and employee to HR ratio, per Service

Overview of the number of FTE5 involved in HR and Payroll, across the Council
AMW

Employee to HR FTE
Employee to Payroll FTE
Employee to HR & Payroll EVE

148:1
634:1
120:1

The employee t o HR ratio is likely to vary across Services, as a result of a number of factors such as the extent to which
Line Managers within individual Services require support, the complexity of current HR and Payroll processes, as well as
the nature of the workforce.
Overall however, the employee to HR and Payroll FTE ratio at NLC is 120:1. In comparison to this figure, the upper
quartile ratio of employee to HR and Payroll FTE ranges from 180:1 to 220:1 in the UK within local government. This
information indicates that there is scope for improvement, subject to significant improvements in the design and
operation of the HR and payroll systems and process environment.

The number of HR EVEs represented within this table is exclusive of EVEs that perform L&D activities and those resources that
contribute to HR processes but have split jobs (as mentioned previously)
Corporate HR currently provides day−to−day support to the three smaller Services (Inc., CE, CS and FCS). In addition to this however,
Corporate HR also provides strategic/advisory services, across all Services
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3.2

Costs − confirmed system implementation
Following the completion of the procurement process, and contract award to Midland HR, the following
implementation costs have been confirmed:
S

T

M

l

ON

Environment & Hosting Set−up
Software Charges − iTrent initial fee
Software Charges − Business Objects 5 seats

x p n a t ion of p rice

102,328

102,328

Assumes 18,000 employees

95,000

95,000

S seats

12,000

12,000

Phi 56 days / Ph2 14 days

Services − Functional Consultancy

Phi 56 days / Ph2 14 days

Services − Configuration

Phi 23 days / Ph2 8 days

Services − Integration

Phi 16 days / Ph2 4 days

Services − Data Migration

Phi 10 days I Ph2 5 days

Services − Reporting / Ml

Phi 10 days / Ph2 5 days

Services − Testing

Phi 8 days / Ph2 4 days

Services −Training

Phi 10 days / Ph2 8 days

79,030

118,912

29,728

148,640

21,367

7,432

28,799

14,864

3,716

18,580

9,290

4,645

13,935

9,290

4,645

13,935

7,432

3,716

11,148

9,290

7,432

16,722

10,200

10,200

7,709

7,709

50,000

50,000

NLC estimate

50,000

50,000

NLC estimate

50,000

50,000

N estimate

50,000

50,000

NLC estimate

50,000

50,000

2env X ( 8 5 0 X 6mth)

Additional functionality (P110)

2,965 x £2.60

d

15,806

76,000

Environment & Hosting Set−up

o

63,224

76,000

Fixed price premium

Interfaces

Year

Assumes 18,000 employees

Services − Project Management

,

Yea

:

with Other Systems
−Time Management Card Reader Interface
− mySwis Interface
− BCMS interface
− SeeMIS interface

I−3.3

− Financial Ledger Interface

LTqtal implementation costs for Midland HR

−

Costs − confirmed system annual operating costs
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3.4

Costs − forecast Council project team
Through discussions with key stakeholders and project planning, the following project team budget has been defined for
the first phase of the implementation. A further estimate of flOOk is forecast for phase 2.

3.5

Costs − business & operating model change management
To support the Council with the implementation of operational changes to deliver the required benefits and outcomes,
EY has been appointed to lead on this workstream, supported by the Council's project team and change leads across the
organisation. The support during phase 1 has been forecast as £478,003. A provision of £lOOk has been estimated for
phase 2, which may or may not be required.
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3.6

Savings − operational efficiencies
The current operating cost associated with the HR & Payroll function is approximately £6.855,493. This is inclusive of
the employee costs associated with HR and Payroll employees, as well as the cost associated with the system landscape
that currently supports HR and Payroll activities, across the Council. These figures are reflective of the costs highlighted
previously in Section 3 and have been broken−down in a number of categories in the table below, for reference.
Most notably, costs associated with HR employees has been split based on the assumption that employees spend
approximately 30% on strategy and management support, 50% on transactional activities, and the remaining 20% on
managing data and reporting. The other category which has been broken−down in the table is the cost associated with
the current system landscape. Costs have been split in terms of the cost associated with Cyborg (E159,537), all other
systems that support HR & Payroll activities (195,408) and the cost of internal ICT support and maintenance resources
(E5,000):

Payroll resources
Strategic HR resources

£700,982
−

£1,573,235

Transactional HR resources

£2,622,058

HR reporting resources

£1,048,823

Cyborg support & maintenance

£159,537

Other 3rd party system support & maintenance

£195,408

Internal ICT support & maintenance resources

£5,000

Total

£6,855,493

In addition to the figures provided above, a quantitative benefit analysis has been conducted. This analysis has been
carried out taking into consideration a number of factors including benchmark ratios and potential efficiency savings.
Experience of other local authorities has proposed that the employee to HR & Payroll ratio can be improved at NLC
based on other councils operating on a ratio between 180:1 and 210:1. Further to this, with relevance to efficiency
savings, it is typically estimated that the implementation of a modern HR & Payroll system wherein there is self−service
and workflow functionality will enable significant efficiencies. An "optimism bias" has been applied to our raw
efficiencies estimates, particularly in the initial years post implementation, to reflect on challenges in embedding new
processes and ensuring effective compliance. Below is a forecast of the anticipated efficiency benefits:

HR FTEs
Total FTEs

2

26.50

Payroll FTEs

113.80
−

−

4

2

5

3

−

J

−

−

−

−

199i:19.10j1852

2

96.73
−

140.30 L

88.99

119.26

−

−

−

−

109.71

15%

Incremental efficiency saving

1

84.54

82.01
101.10

98.07

199:1

205:1

211:1

880:1

907:1

104.23

8

5%
− −

Employee to HR ratio

148:1

174:1

189:1

Employee to Payroll ratio

634:1

746:1

811:1

853:1

153:1

1 6 1 : 1 ! : 1 6 6

Employee to HR & Payroll ratio

120:1

141:1

12

79.55

H − − − − − − − ......

.−

171:1
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Below is a summary of how this translates in terms of the impact on current staffing levels and current ICT costs
r..5

Payroll

0.00

1.99

4.62

6.47

7.40

7.98

HR

0.00

8.54

19.85

27.80

31.79

34.25

Total FTE (reduction against FYi 3/14)

0.00

10.52

24.47

34.27

39.20

42.23

Total FIE saving

£0

£417,815

£1,109,879

£1,575,676

£1,801,452

£1,929,976

Current [Cr cost saving (Cyborg, etc)

£0

£196,604

£196,604

£196,604

£196,604

£196,604

New ICT costs (from Midland iTrerit)

−fl75,792

−U82,824

−f 190,137

−U97,742

•f205,652

−213,878

Net recurrent ICT costs

−U75,792

£13,780

£6,467

−9,048

417,274

13
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3.7

Net present value analysis
Incorporating the above cost and benefits analysis, the resultant NPV is anticipated:

£806,906

£77,120

£0

£0

£0

£0

£806,906

£77,120

£0

£0

CO

£0

Core Council project team

£318,917

£100,000

Council data quality and input team

£120,000

Change management (EY)

£478,003

£100,000

£916,920

£200,000

£0

£0

EQ

£0

Midland HR software & services
Totals

Totals

T7i

ksl

£175,792

£182,824

£190,137

£197,742

£205,652

£213,878

£175,792

£182,824

£190,137

£197,742

£205,652

£213,878

£1,899,618

£459,944

£190,137

£197,742

£205,652

£213,878

£0

−€614,419

−€1,306,483

£1,899,618

−€154,475

−€1,116,347

−€1,574,538

−€1,792,404

−€1,912,702

1.0000

0.9662

0.9335

0.9019

0.8420

0.8714

Discounted annual value

£1,899,618

4149,251

−€1,042,122

−€1,420,143

−€1,509,156

−€1,666,809

Cumulative NPV

£1,899,618

£1,750,366

£708,245

−€711,898

−€2,221,055

43,887,864

Midland HR (including 4% uplift)
Totals

Annual spend

From benefits analy5

Net annual cashflow
Discount factor @3.5%
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3.8

Qualitative Benefits
In addition to the cost implications provided above, a number of benefits are associated with the proposed
implementation. Provided below is an overview of the key benefits that are associated with the procurement of a
modern HR & Payroll function:
A single source of data
Improved management reporting through the availability of real−time data, to enable Management to making
informed decisions and provide valuable insights into key areas of concern
Increased efficiency through the use of self−service functionality and workflows (this includes both employee and
Manager self−service):
Enables employees and Line Managers to complete basic transactional processes on the system
•
Reduces HR's involvement in labour intensive data−entry tasks
•
Reduces
the amount of duplication and paper−based processes
•
time to complete processes
Decreases
•
• Allows for greater focus to be placed on strategic HR initiatives
• Saves costs currently spent on printing and postage
Increased visibility of key HR challenges facing individual Services through the use of one single source of data
Greater consistency in the way that HR services are delivered across the Council through the standardisation of
processes and ultimately improved end−user satisfaction

3.9

Risks & Issues
There are a series of risks and issues facing NLC in terms of the economic case. Primarily, the Cyborg commercial
agreement expires in February 2016, which requires all capital expenditure to be deployed and operational with
sufficient contingency periods in order to mitigate this risk. However, below is a summary of the critical issues that
need to be acknowledged and proactively managed through the project.

Dedicated
Council
capacity & capability

project

While Midland HR will bring expertise and knowledge, the Council's resources will
be critical to delivering the project. The implementation support provided by
Midland HR is for an 'assisted build', while means that the greatest level of input for
configuration, data migration, integration and testing will need to come from the
Council.
Furthermore, to ensure that the new solution, processes and working practices are
fully embedded within Council operations, there will need to be significant effort
placed in identifying the practical changes to employees' work, processes and skills.

Current operating model for HR

The current operating model is based on a service−specific design of HR processes,
information, system and support. The delivery of this business case is predicated by
a fundamental change in this approach, with standardised HR and payroll
Furthermore, the
processes, procedures and practices across the Council.
respective role of managers and HR will also need to change, to maximise benefits,
with greater emphasis on managers being effective people managers, and
embracing self−service.

Cultural readiness & leadership

Employee and manager self−service is not the norm at the Council. The benefits of
moving to a modern, web−based, highly automated solution can only be achieved if
the system is adopted by the business and used by all managers, and by staff that
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have access to the Council network.
Stakeholder engagement across
the business

The project has been largely the domain of HR, ICT and payroll practitioners. The
Council cannot expect the necessary change of working practices to occur unless
departmental management teams, front line managers and Members are actively
engaged and part of the change process.

Timescales

The timescale for phase 1 is challenging. Resource commitment, clear and
supportive leadership, action−orientated and positive behaviours will be
fundamental to making this happen.

Technology led, and a lack of
business change

There is a significant risk that the project will focus on "getting the system to work",
rather than driving benefits from the project. Business change and phase 2 must
remain the primary aim of the project, rather than aiming low to just get the system
running on time
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